Context. The search for minor bodies in the solar system promises insights into its formation history. Wide imaging surveys offer the opportunity to serendipitously discover and identify these traces of planetary formation and evolution. Aims. We aim to present a method to acquire position, photometry, and proper motion measurements of solar system objects in surveys using dithered image sequences. The application of this method on the Kilo-Degree Survey is demonstrated. Methods. Optical images of 346 deg 2 fields of the sky are searched in up to four filters using the AstrOmatic software suite to reduce the pixel to catalog data. The solar system objects within the acquired sources are selected based on a set of criteria depending on their number of observation, motion, and size. The Virtual Observatory SkyBoT tool is used to identify known objects. Results. We observed 20 221 SSO candidates, with an estimated false-positive content of less than 0.05 %. Of these SSO candidates, 53.4 % are identified by SkyBoT. KiDS can detect previously unknown SSOs because of its depth and coverage at high ecliptic latitude, including parts of the Southern Hemisphere. Thus we expect the large fraction of the 46.6 % of unidentified objects to be truly new SSOs. Conclusions. Our method is applicable to a variety of dithered surveys such as DES, LSST, and Euclid. It offers a quick and easy-toimplement search for solar system objects. SkyBoT can then be used to estimate the completeness of the recovered sample.
Introduction
The study of solar system objects (SSOs), especially the minor bodies, is key in understanding how planetary systems form and evolve. Current populations of comets, asteroids, and transneptunian objects are the results of their primordial accretion in the disk and subsequent dynamical evolution, including events such as planetary migrations. As such, the study of the orbits and compositions of minor bodies can provide strong constraints on the formation and the evolution of planetary system (Tsiganis et al. 2005; DeMeo & Carry 2013 , 2014 Michel et al. 2015) . Additionally, it can provide insight into their impact on planetary life, in particular for Earth. In recent years, there has been an increased use of wide-field imaging surveys to discover and characterize serendipitously-observed SSOs (e.g., Vereš et al. 2015; Popescu et al. 2016; Carry et al. 2016) . The Kilo-Degree Survey (KiDS 1 ) is an optical imaging survey of 1500 deg 2 in an equatorial and a southern patch of the sky, see Fig. 1 . The areas are imaged in the u, g, r, and i filters using OmegaCAM on the VLT Survey Telescope (VST) at the Paranal Observatory, operated by the European Southern Observatory (ESO) in Chile. The survey is an ESO Public Survey and is described in detail in de Jong et al. (2015) .
1 http://kids.strw.leidenuniv.nl
The KiDS survey products, consisting of calibrated images and catalogs, are released by ESO 2 . These products, plus all intermediate products, such as calibrated single exposures, and additional survey products, are available via the Astronomical Wide-field Imaging System for Europe (Astro-WISE 3 , Valentijn et al. 2007 ).
The primary survey design driver was the study of Dark Matter and Dark Energy through weak gravitational lensing (Kuijken et al. 2015) . The KiDS survey also offers an opportunity to search for and study SSOs. The exquisite image quality delivered by OmegaCAM and the VST combined with an observing strategy involving consecutive sets of relatively deep exposures, a large sky coverage, and faint limiting magnitudes make KiDS a good survey to detect and discover SSOs.
KiDS is primarily an extragalactic survey but happens to include about 300 deg 2 near the ecliptic plane. The remaining 1200 deg 2 thus offer a chance to characterize the populations of SSOs highly inclined with respect to the ecliptic plane, which are important witnesses of a disturbed dynamical past in the solar system (Petit et al. 2017) . Beyond the detection and discovery described in the present article, KiDS will allow statistically KiDS-north (top) and KiDS-south (bottom) . Each blue cross represents one square-degree field that was searched for solar system objects, in up to four different bands. The ecliptic is shown in the top figure as red, dashed line. The lines of ± 10
• ecliptic latitude are shown as green, dashed lines. 66% of all known solar system objects are within that range of ecliptic latitude. In the bottom figure, the blue, dashed line shows the line of −30
• ecliptic latitude. The background represents the reddening E(B − V) as given by Schlegel et al. (1998) . After Hildebrandt et al. (2017) . significant studies of the fundamental properties of these SSOs, in particular of their distributions of velocities, and their inclination with respect to the ecliptic. Lastly, the SSOs can form a contamination for other science cases using the KiDS data (e.g., Hildebrandt et al. 2017) .
The present article is a pilot study illustrating the strengths of the method we developed to detect SSOs and filter out contaminants. The method is applied to 65 % of the KiDS fields available in the third data release (KiDS DR3) to investigate its suitability for recovering and detecting SSOs. The remaining fields were not searched due to the time constraints of this project and technical difficulties outside the hands of the authors. The subset of KiDS fields we have searched includes 346 deg 2 of the sky, with 206 located in the KiDS-North field and 140 located in the KiDS-South field, as shown in Fig. 1 . Of these 346 deg 2 , 18 are intersected by the ecliptic.
We have used the SExtractor 4 and SCAMP 5 software packages (Bertin & Arnouts 1996; Bertin 2006) to recover the positions, morphologies, and proper motions of sources in the survey images, which are then passed through a cascade of filters based on a priori knowledge of the properties of SSOs. The method can be applied to any survey employing taking successive, dithered exposures with a CCD array, either in the optical regime (e.g. OmegaCAM at VST, HyperSuprimeCam at Subaru, DECam at Cerro Blanco, VIS on ESA's Euclid mission) or in the nearinfrared (e.g. UKIDSS, ESO VISTA, Euclid NISP).
Methods

SSO candidates detection
We chose to identify asteroids in the KiDS images using the method described in Bouy et al. (2013) . Briefly, the method simply takes advantage of the dithering strategy implemented by KiDS (see Fig. 2 ) to search for fast moving objects in the sequence. While stars and galaxies do not move on a timescale of a few minutes typical of dithering sequences, many SSOs display a motion large enough (from a few to many arcseconds per hour) to make their identification possible in proper motion space, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . In each individual image of a sequence, all the sources are detected and their accurate centroid position measured using SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) .
The KiDS data products that were used are photometrically and astrometrically calibrated frames (RegriddedScienceFrame in the Astro-WISE data model) along with their respective weight maps. The weight maps produced by the pipeline in Astro-WISE were used to properly take into account the individual pixel statistical properties. The SExtractor configuration and parameter files are provided in Appendix A for the sake of reproducibility. The most important SExtractor settings include:
-the detection threshold DETECT_THRESH, set to 1.5 standard deviations of the local background in the filtered image. -the minimum contrast for deblending DEBLEND_MINCONT, set relatively high to 0.05. SSOs often move so fast that they appear as trails rather than point sources. A low value leads SExtractor to interpret SSO trails as multiple blended objects which then fools the proper motion calculation. On the other hand, a high value that is too high would lead SExtractor Fig. 3 . Example SSO candidate: An asteroid detected in five different images in the Kilo-Degree Survey. The epoch increases from left to right. The asteroid is indicated by the red ellipse. The total time between the first and the last exposure is 1154 s. The asteroid has a proper motion of (32.8 ± 0.2) /h. North is up and east is left.
to merge neighboring sources into a single detection, and in particular merge SSOs with eventual nearby stars or galaxies. The value was chosen after an extensive heuristic analysis to find the best compromise between the two effects described here.
The catalogs are then precisely registered by comparing them to the 2MASS near-infrared catalog (Skrutskie et al. 2006) using SCAMP (Bertin 2006 ), the sources cross-identified within a radius (CROSSID_RADIUS) of 10 and their motion over the duration of the sequence is computed. This cross-match radius was chosen to encompass SSOs with proper motions up to 200 /h, therefore including the vast majority of SSOs known to date: this high value corresponds to near-Earth asteroids, while the bulk of known SSOs are in the asteroid main belt, and display motion of typically 20-40 /h. The proper motion of SSOs in the KiDS images is computed by SCAMP, which performs a linear fit of the measured source positions over the observation epochs. A more detailed description of this computation can be found in Bouy et al. (2013) .
In addition to the standard centroid positional measurements (ALPHA_J2000, DELTA_J2000, THETAWIN_IMAGE and associated uncertainties ERRAWIN_IMAGE, ERRBWIN_IMAGE, ERRTHETAWIN_IMAGE), some important morphological parameters were measured, including the ellipticity (ELLIPTICITY), elongation (ELONGATION), and semi-major and semi-minor axis length (AWIN_IMAGE, BWIN_IMAGE). We shall see that these prove useful to filter out contaminants among fast moving SSO candidates.
An example of a proper motion space of SSO candidates in a single-band field is shown in Fig. 4 . To show the distribution of SSOs, we visually inspected sources with proper motions larger than 3 /h, a compromise between showing all SSOs and time demand of the visual inspection. We can see a cluster around zero proper motion in right ascension and declination surrounded by a cloud of fast moving sources dispersed in all directions and made up of SSOs and imaging artifacts caused by for example, cosmic rays. In Fig. 4 we indicate objects that were confirmed as SSOs by visual inspection, as well as confirmed artifacts. On the figure we can also see the cluster around zero proper motion which are mostly stars and galaxies, however, some artifacts and slow-moving SSOs (e.g. trans-neptunian objects) fall into the same region. The direction of the ecliptic is indicated on the figure. For clarity, only a sixth of the 17 719 sources in this single-band field are shown. 
Detection envelope
A detailed analysis of the parameter space probed by the present study would require extensive simulations that go well beyond the scope of this article. In this section, we determine the detectability of moving objects in terms of proper motion and luminosity based on the general KiDS survey properties described in de Jong et al. (2015) and summarized in Table 1 . The proper motion domain probed by our analysis mostly depends on the precision of the centroid position measurement and dithering strategy of the survey. Given the excellent optical quality of the VST and seeing requirements of the survey (better than 1.1 , see Table 1 ), the precision of the centroid measurement for high signal-to-noise ratio (photon-noise limited) detections over such short exposure times is largely dominated by the error introduced by the atmospheric turbulence. For high-signal-to-noise ratio sources we find a typical residual dispersion in our astrometric analysis of only 15-25 mas depending on the seeing and band (being worst in the u band). These numbers go up to 20-30 mas for low signal-to-noise ratio sources (≥5σ). The individual exposure times and corresponding 5-σ limits of sensitivity are given in Table 1 . The observing strategy includes the acquisition of five consecutive dithered images in the Table 1 . KiDS survey observing strategy: Exposure times in seconds, number of total exposures, the mean sequence duration in seconds, the full-width half-maximum of the point spread function in arcseconds, and the limiting magnitude for the different filters. The last two columns give an estimate of the theoretical lower proper motion limit derived by the sequence duration and residual dispersion, and the upper proper motion limit given by the cross-matching radius. After de Jong et al. (2015) . g, r, and i filters and four in the u filter. The dither pattern is a constant diagonal offset in the X and Y directions by 25 and 85 respectively (see Fig. 2 ). The total dither sequence duration typically lasts between 1120-2020 s depending on the filter and is made up mostly of the science exposure, read-out, telescope offset and, in some cases, filter change. The same field is not necessarily observed in the four filters consecutively, and several days, weeks or even months can pass until a given field is observed in the next filter. As a consequence, we chose to analyze the four filters completely independently. Some asteroids might therefore appear several times in our catalog without being cross-identified. An estimate of the upper and lower limit of the proper motion domain probed by our analysis is given in Table 1 . The upper limit is given by the cross-matching radius set in the SCAMP configuration, while the theoretical lower limit is derived by dividing the residual dispersion in the astrometric analysis by the mean sequence duration of each filter. Also given in Table 1 is the limiting magnitude for individual exposures in each filter, which inherently limits the magnitude of the SSOs that we can recover. The magnitude limits vary from exposure to exposure due to differences in seeing conditions and sky brightness.
SSO candidates selection
Once the proper motion of all the sources had been measured in a dithered sequence, SSO candidates were selected following a procedure that tries to find the best compromise between the contamination and completeness of the sample. Contamination by various kinds of artifacts is inevitable in such a large dataset. An extensive visual inspection of a sample dataset covering 3 deg 2 in the i band near the ecliptic plane allowed us to define a "bestiary" of the most common contaminants in the sample before applying the filtering cascade:
-cosmic rays can fall by chance within a cross-match radius in two or more consecutive frames and mimic a moving source; -bright star halos and diffraction patterns can be extracted as sources by SExtractor. As the corresponding peaks often move from frame to frame, they can also mimic a fast moving source; -stars and galaxies contaminate the sample. Because outer solar system objects, such as Kuiper-belt objects, have very low proper motions (below 1-2 /h), filtering with a hard cut on the smallest proper motions is undesirable here. We instead discriminated between fixed-coordinates objects (stars, galaxies) and SSOs by checking the linearity of their motion across different frames (see Fig. 3 )
A typical collection of artifacts is shown in Fig. 5 . Visible are galaxies, stars, a saturation trail, and diffraction spikes around the star in the center. While many imaging artifacts like dead pixels are already masked by the weight images provided by Astro-WISE and other contaminants like stars and galaxies can be filtered efficiently with the cascade of filters described below, the diffraction spikes will prove to be the most difficult artifacts to filter as they mimic the trails of SSOs in motion and size. SExtractor detects different parts of a diffraction spike as objects, which are then later cross-identified by SCAMP. The uniform size and the apparent motion introduced by the different orientation of the diffraction spikes in each exposure make these objects appear like SSOs. Using this library of contaminants, we then performed an extensive heuristic analysis to iteratively define the following cascade of filters:
1. Number of detections: Candidates are required to have been detected at least in four different individual images. This is particularly efficient to reject cosmic rays. As a consequence, SSOs detected in only two or three images are missed by our analysis. Later in this paper we investigate how including objects with three detections changes the sample size and purity. 2. Linear motion: Over the maximum duration of the dither sequence, the motion of SSOs can be considered linear. We found that many artifacts made of randomly coinci-dent cosmic rays, hot pixels, halos, diffraction spikes, stars, and galaxies displayed non-linear motions. A goodness-oflinear-fit analysis is therefore performed using the R 2 parameter of the weighted-least-squares linear fit in both right ascension and declination over time as diagnostic. A moving source is considered a good candidate if both R 2 parameters are larger than 0.95, and rejected otherwise. Figure 6 illustrates the procedure. 3. Proper motion: The upper and lower proper motion limits for each filter as given in Table 1 are applied to the remaining candidates. Additionally, objects with a relative error on the proper motion larger than 5% are filtered out. This relative error effectively increases the lower limit on the proper motion of the SSO. Depending on the dispersion in the image, the minimum error on the proper motions are between 0.03 /h and 0.08 /h. Therefore, depending on the filter the objects were observed in, the filter on the relative error increases the lower proper motion limits to 0.6 /h to 1.0 /h. 4. Trail size: Because the individual exposure times in a dither sequence are equal, the size of the SSO trails is expected to be constant within the error. We therefore check that the semi-major and semi-minor axis of the SSOs trails measured by SExtractor are constant in the images. We do that simply by checking the R 2 parameter of the weighted-least-squares constant fits on the semi-major and -minor axis over time. A moving source is considered a good candidate if both R 2 parameters are larger than 0.95, and rejected otherwise. This filter is highly efficient at rejecting the remaining cosmic rays and to a lower extent bright star halos. 5. Trail size distribution: This step consists in filtering out objects with sizes significantly larger than 95% of the remaining candidate population in the current single-band field. It was motivated by the fact that most remaining contaminants at that stage were part of ghosts and halos of bright stars which typically are highly extended shapes. 6. Proximity to bright stars: This filter was added retroactively after applying the pipeline on the whole set of available KiDS images. We find that more than 75 % of the artifacts in the whole sample of SSO candidates were introduced by bright stars. The sample is therefore cross-matched with the HYG database 6 , which contains all stars in the Hipparcos, Yale Bright Star, and Gliese catalogs. The cross-match radius of 300 is chosen by looking at typical sizes of clusters of candidates around stars. Candidates within this radius are rejected.
The parameters of the first five filter were found iteratively by running the pipeline on the 3 deg 2 test fields and evaluating the purity and the completeness of the output sample. We set the parameters more toward a pure rather than a complete sample. After visual inspection in the test-bench field, we find that the filter cascade eliminates of 99.957 % of contaminants (four out of 92555 contaminants left) while recovering 84.6 % of the SSO present in the images (66 out of 76). Applying the final filter based on the proximity to bright stars removes the remaining four contaminants.
The ten missing SSOs were not recovered for one of three reasons:
-They passed close to a bright object and were associated by SCAMP with this object. Therefore, they were rejected by either the linear motion filter or the trail size filter as neither size nor apparent motion fit the expected behavior. -Due to the dithering strategy of KiDS, SSOs on the edge of the imaged area are sometimes out of frame for one exposure. These objects are rejected by the number of detections filter, as SCAMP does not link all four detections, but rather as two sets of two. -Significant magnitude variations within the SSO trails during the exposure. SExtractor will then interpret the trail as two different objects.
As mentioned in Section 2.1, we reduced the number of these cases by adjusting SCAMP and SExtractor parameters, however, not all SSOs could be recovered.
Comparison to the list of known SSOs
We cross-matched the result of our analysis to the known list of SSOs by means of the Virtual Observatory SkyBoT utility (Berthier et al. 2006 ). SkyBoT provides a fast and simple conesearch method to list all known SSOs within a given field of view at a given epoch. For that, it weekly precomputes ephemerides of all known SSOs, based on their osculating elements computed at the Lowell observatory (ASTORB database, Bowell et al. 1993) and IMCCE (cometpro database, Rocher & Cavelier 1996) , and stores them in a hierarchical database supported by nodes based on geocentric equatorial coordinates. The accuracy on the positions is thus directly dependent on the accuracy of the input osculating elements, and while better than 1 for 68% of SSOs, it can be extremely poor for badly constrained orbits. For each single-band field, we looked for counterparts to our final sample of SSO candidates in the SkyBoT outputs within a radius of 10 . This search radius was chosen as a conservative compromise to avoid mis-associations while recovering as many SSOs as possible. When a match was found, the SSO name and predicted magnitude provided by SkyBoT were added to our database.
Results
In the present analysis, 346 deg 2 of the sky were searched for SSOs in up to four bands. In total, 1 142 single-band fields were analyzed, corresponding to 65 % of KiDS survey Data Release 3, as shown in Fig. 1 . We report the finding of 20 221 SSO candidates, with four to five observations each. These candidates represent 0.06 % of all the initial objects detected in the dataset. Table 2 shows that most candidates were recovered in the g and the r band. This is expected for objects seen in reflected sunlight. Inside a dithering sequence, 52.3 % of all SSOs were observed five times and the remaining 47.7% four times (we rejected candidates with only two or three detections, see above).
Purity
To estimate the false-positive rate of our method, we performed extensive studies of the sample and different subsamples. A false-positive consists of an object passing the chain of analysis that is not an SSO. We quantify this number by visually confirming subsets of our sample and using the false-positive content as an estimator to infer on the statistics of the whole population. It is more efficient to study the distribution of artifacts on a sample with a larger artifacts content. We therefore start with a larger sample, containing not only the 20 221 SSO candidates with four or five detections each, but also candidates with three detections which pass the filter cascade. Also included are all objects within the cross-match radius around bright stars.
The extended sample contains 28 290 candidates. We categorized the objects of 103 randomly selected fields of this larger sample into "SSO" and "artifact". After visually confirming the objects in these 103 fields, the false-positive rate of the extended sample is estimated to be 6.8 ± 0.5 %. The vast majority of the contaminants found this way could be put into two, overlapping groups. Most artifacts were observed three times only, and a large part were reflection ghosts. These artifacts were introduced into the images by bright stars and perfectly mimic SSOs in both appearance and linear motion. Removing all objects which were only observed in three images from the sample decreases the sample size by 25.5 %, down to 21 072 candidates. Looking at 3 000 randomly selected objects, we find nine artifacts. The false-positive content of this subsample is therefore 0.3 ± 0.2 %, where the uncertainty is a 1σ limit. By studying the spatial distribution of artifacts, we find that they cluster around bright stars with typical cluster radii of the order of 100 . Cross-matching the sample of all candidates with three to five detections each with the HYG database using a crossmatching radius of 300 revealed 2404 matches. After inspecting 1000 objects, the false-positive content of this subsample was estimated to be 60.9 ± 1.2 %. This subsample therefore contains about 76 % of all artifacts in the sample of 28 290 candidates. Subtracting all cross-matched objects within 300 of stars reduces the sample size by 8.5 % to 25 886 while reducing the false-positive content to 1.8 ± 0.6 %. As the subsample of candidates close to stars also contains the majority of artifacts with four or five observations each, excluding these candidates also decreases the contamination in the sample of objects with four or five observations. The sample size decreases from 21 072 by 4 % down to 20 221, while the falsepositive rate decreases to less than 0.05 %, where we used 2σ-confidence intervals to arrive at the upper limit. Table 3 sums up the results of this study. Simple cuts decrease the false-positive content by two orders of magnitudes, while excluding 28.9 % of the sample. A more sophisticated selection of the exclusion regions around bright stars could improve the method even further. The location and extension of reflection ghosts in the image introduced by the stars can be calculated. Knowing these properties, one could exclude the artifacts while keeping a larger fraction of SSOs. However, this requires extensive calculations outside the scope of this pilot study. 
Completeness
As mentioned in Secttion 2.3, we placed emphasis on a pure sample rather than a complete one. A comprehensive study of the completeness of our sample as done above for the purity by for example injecting fake SSOs into the images is outside the scope of this work. However, the comparison of the sample of SSOs detected in KiDS with the current known population of SSOs (see Section 2.4) provides an effective way to assess the completeness and validity of our method. Of the 20 221 SSO candidates detected in this study, 10 793 (53.4 %) have a counterpart predicted by SkyBoT within 10 and are identified. Conversely, 46.6 % of our sample thus are observations of potentially new discoveries of SSOs by KiDS. The other way around, of the 34 023 SSOs that SkyBot predicts to be in the searched fields at the respective epochs, 31.7 % are found in the KiDS images. We attributed the unmatched 68.3 % of SkyBoT SSOs to several factors, including -the orbital uncertainty of 21 % of the SSOs predicted in the fields of view are larger than 10 , as given by their current ephemeris uncertainty (CEU, see Bowell et al. 1993) ; -the SSOs are too faint to appear in the individual KiDS images. Visual inspection of the predicted positions of some unmatched SSOs in the KiDS images confirms this assumption; -incompleteness of our sample. SSOs which were only detected up to three times in the images were discarded. Bright stars and other artifacts can mask SSOs and prevent the recovery; -fainter SSOs usually have larger uncertainties on their orbits.
The last point is shown in Fig. 7 , where the error on the predicted position of an SSO is plotted against the predicted magnitude. The matched and unmatched SkyBoT SSOs are shown as blue and red points respectively. The trend for a large positional uncertainty toward fainter magnitudes is clearly visible. The gray, dashed line indicates the 10 cross-match radius we used. The SkyBoT SSOs that were found in KiDS are mostly below this line, while a small fraction extends to up to tens of degrees in positional error. The ten matched SSOs with the largest orbit uncertainties were visually confirmed to be SSOs.
The excluded 8069 SSO candidates with only three observations or within 300 of stars have a SkyBoT match ratio of 32.0%, the extended sample of 28 290 SSO candidates with three to five observations each has a match ratio of 47.1%.
In Fig. 8 All observations of candidates with three to five detections each have been reported to the Minor Planet Center 7 (MPC). The observations will be used to refine the orbit calculations of known SSOs, which will be especially useful for the SSOs with large positional uncertainties, shown in Fig. 7 . New designations of SSOs are not expected, as the KiDs observation strategy did not allow for observation of objects over consecutive nights. While we likely did observe SSOs several times, connecting the observations of SSOs is not possible due to the small arcs observed. Extrapolating the positions over the typical timespan between the observations of neighboring fields results in too large errors. Other surveys may prove to be more suited for this task.
The MPC confirmed our observation of 12 170 SSOs 8 . This number is smaller than the 13 335 SkyBoT matches that we get for the sample of 28 290 candidates as the MPC uses a smaller cross-match radius of 2 . Of 29 cross-matched SSOs with positional uncertainties larger than 10 4 , the MPC accepted 17. Looking at the ratios of the proper motions predicted by SkyBoT and the proper motions measured in KiDS, 25 objects with large positional uncertainties display ratios close to one (refer to Fig. 8 ), while four show large deviations between predicted and measured velocity. This indicates that these four objects were by chance positionally close to where another objects was expected. One coincidental match is accepted by the MPC, three are rejected. Of the 25 remaining objects, nine are rejected even though the proper motions match well. For all 25 objects, one can therefore say that the ephemeris uncertainties are largely overestimated.
Two tables containing the raw data like right ascension, declination, epoch of observation, and derived values such as the proper motion value and SkyBoT association are made available by the Centre de Données astronomiques de Strasbourg 9 (CDS). One table consists of the sample of 20 221 SSO candidates with an estimated contamination of below 0.05 %, and the other contains the sample of the 8 069 SSO candidates with three detec-7 http://minorplanetcenter.net 8 Refer to MPC 105287-105576 9 The data is only available in electronic form at the CDS via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via http://cdsweb. u-strasbg.fr/cgi-bin/qcat?J/A+A/. tions or within 300 of stars, with a contamination of approximately 24 %.
Discussion
With the limitations on the completeness and contamination of our sample in mind, we tentatively interpret a number of statistical properties of the sample of SSO found in our study. The results presented in this section are based on the sample with the lowest false-positive content, 20 221 SSO candidates with four or five observations each and not within 300 of stars.
Properties of detected SSOs
We present in Figs. 9, 10, 12, and 13 the kernel density estimation (KDE) of the SSOs' proper motion (all together and split by filters), apparent magnitude, and ecliptic latitude. The latter is compared to the KDE of the ecliptic latitude of known SSOs. The proper motion distribution in Fig. 9 shows that the majority of the recovered SSOs can be identified as main asteroid belt objects, which are characterized by proper motions between 20 / h and 40 / h. The proper motion space spans from the lower limit of 0.6 / h up to 97 / h, showing that our method is capable of detecting objects from fast-moving near-Earth to slower trans-neptunian objects in the outer solar system. Figure 10 shows that the proper motion KDE behaves differently for all filters. We attribute this to the different distributions of Earth's orbital location across observations per filter. The apparent motion component in the proper motion in declination of SSOs varies with Earth's position, in both amplitude and sign. Figure 11 shows this effect as an example for the observations in the g and i band. In the figure we show the observed proper motions in declination over time for all SSOs observed in the g and i bands. We also show the approximated apparent motion component of the measured proper motion, due to Earth's movement. Using IMCCE's Miriade VO tool, we computed the proper motion of the Sun in declination as seen from Earth, and adjusted the amplitude of this modulation to a distance of 1.7 AU, the approximated distance of the main belt to the Earth. As the apparent motion in declination is caused by Earth's rotational axial tilt with respect to the ecliptic, we applied a 180
• phase-shift, to account for the fact that we are observing toward the outer solar system, not inwards toward the Sun. The resulting modulation fits the observed dependency in the proper motion values well, even though we applied several approximations. We can see that the observation epochs introduce a periodic signal into the proper motion distributions of the SSOs. This modulation affects the proper motion distributions plotted in Fig. 10 . Figure 12 shows the normalized distribution of magnitudes of all SSOs per band. The limiting magnitudes, derived by the peak position of the distribution for each band, correspond well to the limiting magnitudes ranges for the single exposures in each band, as given in Table 1 .
Comparison with known SSOs
We can list the distribution of the cross-matched KiDS SSOs over the dynamical classes of SSO. We differentiate between the following populations of SSOs:
-main belt asteroids (MBA), the main reservoir of small bodies between Mars and Jupiter -near-Earth objects (NEO), with orbits crossing that of terrestrial planets -Mars-crossers (MC), a transitory population between the main-belt and the NEOs, which orbits intersect that of Mars -Jupiter's Trojan asteroids (JTA), leading or preceding Jupiter on its orbit on the L4 and L5 Lagrangian points of the SunJupiter system -Centaurs (Cen), orbiting the Sun between the outer planets -Kuiper-belt objects (KBO), with semi-major axes greater than that of Neptune -Comets (Com), active bodies on highly eccentric orbits The distribution is listed in Table 4 . 97.7% of the crossmatched SSOs in our sample are MBAs. Noteworthy is the detection of at least 4 KBOs, which are on the outskirts of the solar system and therefore faint and difficult to detect.
Unknown SSOs in the sample
As shown in Fig. 1 , the KiDS survey observes the sky both close to the ecliptic and in regions with high inclination. In Fig. 13 , we compare the number of SSOs per square degree for the range of ecliptic latitudes covered in KiDS to the equivalent number of known SSOs in SkyBoT. In the figure we show the line at which the ratio of observed and predicted SSOs is equal to one. We can see that we recover the number of known SSOs in regions close to the ecliptic, with a smaller ratio toward the latitudes not covered in the KiDS survey (shown in the figure) . Toward higher inclinations, we recover many more SSOs than previously known ones.
The search for SSOs is concentrated on regions close to the ecliptic, so the potential for discovery is larger when searching regions with high inclinations due to this bias. This is shown Fig. 13 . Ratio of SSOs per ecliptic latitude of KiDS SSOs and known SSOs: The ratio of number of SSOs per ecliptic latitude per square degree for KiDS and SkyBot. The black dashed line marks the ratio equal to one. The observed areas in the sky span from −51.6
• to 20.6
• ecliptic latitude. Gray shaded areas indicate ecliptic latitudes which were not covered by the survey. The KiDS sample has a much higher content of SSOs per square degree at high inclinations than the known SSOs in the SkyBot database. in Fig. 14, where we compare the cumulative distributions of absolute magnitudes of SSOs in the Asteroid Orbital Elements Database 10 (ASTORB, Bowell et al. 1993 ) for SSOs at different inclinations. A shift in the distribution toward brighter magnitudes for SSOs with higher inclinations is visible. This shows that the census for objects with high-inclinations is less complete, assuming a cumulative size distribution of the SSOs in the shape of a power-law (Terai et al. 2013; Dohnanyi 1969; Gladman et al. 2009 ).
Conclusion and outlook
We have presented a search for SSOs in 346 deg 2 of the sky imaged by the Kilo-Degree Survey, corresponding to 65 % of the available data set and 23 % of the entire survey. We find 20 221 SSO candidates, 53.4 % of which have a counterpart within 10 in the SkyBot database. Repeating the same analysis on the KiDS final release could therefore detect between 100,000 and 150,000 SSOs, half of them being potential discoveries.
The contamination of the complete sample is estimated to be lower than 0.05 %, while the degree of completeness is uncertain and would require further studies. By studying the distribution of artifacts, we found that most of them were observed only three times, and that they were located in close proximity to stars. Including all objects with three observations only and within 300 / h of stars increases the number of retrieved SSO candidates to 28 290, while also increasing the false-positive content to 6.8 ± 0.5 %. The recovered SSOs are mostly main-belt objects, as expected. However, we also find near-Earth and transneptunian objects. Due to the KiDS survey design, we recover a large ratio of SSOs with high inclination.
The method can be easily ported to other large scale surveys, such as the other VST surveys and VISTA surveys, and would allow the discovery and recovery of large numbers of SSO. The present study was in particular motivated by ESA's future Euclid mission 11 that will survey 15 000 deg 2 down to V=24.5, and is expected to observe several 10 5 SSOs (Carry, submitted to A&A).
Tracing an SSO detected in one field to other detections in neighboring fields or to the same field in a different filter could increase the amount of SSOs recovered (especially KBOs), give the rotation-induced light curves of the SSOs, and place higher constraints on the orbits of the objects. Due to the large cadence between the exposures in different filters of the square degree fields in KiDS, this linking of detections is a difficult task and beyond the scope of this work. In surveys containing observations that have a long sequence duration and small cadences between exposures of the same area of the sky, this could be a promising follow-up analysis. 
